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About This Game

Do you like weapons and ammunition?
Do you like action?

Do you like adrenaline in the blood and crowds of enemies?
There is everything In this game!

Features:
+ location choice (City-day, City-night, Factory-day, Factory-Night)

+ 3 difficulty levels
+ 3 game modes ("Clearing the Area", "Waves", "Survival")

+ tons of enemies (bad soldiers, bad robots, zombies)
+ possibility to take a frendly soldier

+ flexible setting (which enemies do you want to meet or all at once)
+ complete arsenal for killing enemies (from a knife to a grenade)

+ length selection Waves in "Waves" mode
+ survival timer in "Survival" mode (mix)

+ all settings work together and on all locations
+ action music and realistic sounds

+ high quality textures and nice picture
+ Achievements

+ Leaderboard (Survival Time in "Survival (mix)" mode)
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The task is simple: if you want to live, do not let yourself be killed.
sorry for my English
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Title: Overcoming Pain
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
FurGoldGames
Publisher:
FurGoldGames
Release Date: 26 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 +

Processor: Intel Core i3 +

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 950

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Game works well except when I connect a steam controller then it goes to ms powerpoint levels of frame rate. The dlc chapter
was realy well done overall and the flair was way better than that of the main story... it was short though (like an hour at max)
and it realy is not worth 5\u20ac.. however if you get it on sale (75% off) it might be actually something you want to buy if you
somehow liked the basegame

No additional achievements. This game looks really good but I would’ve enjoyed it if theres was more to it and more
jumpscares, all in all I really don’t think it was worth the 10 bucks. As it is, it is a broken, failed game. Unresponsive and
pointless. Should be free, or you should get paid to play it.. Satoru The MC Basiclly Had Nothing To work With When he fired
the Maids At his Cafe But then Some Glimmer of Hope Arrived At His Doorstep. Those Certain Glimmers were None other
than Maids And These were No ordianry Maids They Had Powers that No Mere Human Could Imange. The First was Rena She
was Clumsy at times And got Scared Quite Alot due to Being Outside World And around Human she would Change into her
Bite Sized chibi Form Which Saved her Power but when She got hired by the MC she Used her Human Form to work in the
Cafe she had powers that Nobody else could Obtain. There were 2 others Who Joined in Citra the Powerhouse Even on her
Chibi form she Is very Strong haha And Haru The Brains you would Say She Has Powers that Sarpass Humans Liek Speaking to
Animals And Shape Shifting Creatures into Humans. As time Grew By These Maids Devolped Specail Bond Between the MC
Esp Rena cause she Had Secret that She Just could Not tell him. Little did the MC know These chibi Fairies Were not Supppose
to be out In the Human World for Very Long time If so they Get Illness That Makes them Dissapear without A trace and
Humans Nor Anybody can Revive them again they be Wiped from Existence. In all though Very Very VERY Good VN it
touched me in ways I cannot say The Ending is what Got me Yes I cried Not kidding it Moved me so Much And Loved Every
Bit Not gonna spoil all of it Go Play and Find out Def worth getting. I always say this but Would recc this to Everyone who
Loves these Types of VN Games ^^
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Unfortunately, despite being out of early access the game isn't finished. Multiple bugs and clunky controls means it can be
difficult to play. Hacking in particular is quite painful, and trying to grab objects doesn't work consistently. Throw in a random
death or two (which means you lose everything on you), even while perfectly safe, and the game reaches frustrating levels. I
might try again in a year or so and see if it's approved, but right now I can't recomend it.. Going to try to keep this short and
sweet, otherwise I'll spend hours talking about how good this DLC was. Don't get me wrong, the base game is fantastic, but this
is closer to what I first pictured when I'd bought the game.

The maps are enormous compared to the base game, almost like Dark Castle. Every map scrolls, there's several rooms rather
than one big open space, and the last stage is big enough to have three floors.

There's several new systems added, from guns to cameras to even a boss fight. The last stage features a puzzle as well, which was
incredibly fun to work through. In case anyone cringed at the word 'gun' like I did, there's no need to worry- It's used as a one-stage
novelty, keeping the game from being too easy.

Speaking of 'too easy', this is hardly a complaint, but be ready for a challenge. It took me nearly a week to beat all four stages
playing as the Ninja, I don't even want to imagine trying to play it as Darius.

Story-wise, while the cutscenes did feature better voice acting and animations, the plot seemed a bit rushed, and never really went
over what exactly happened to Darius and John West over the past 10 years. Don't expect any questions to be answered, and
especially don't be surprised if you leave with even more questions than you started out with.

All in all, I'd get this if you liked the original game, but wanted to see it fleshed out a little more. It was a lot of fun, and I
appreciate the extra effort that went into it.. I would use "Neutral" instead of "No" for my recommendation, if I could. This game is
too simple and straightforward for me. The story is not bad, although I did not proceed far enough to know the end. I expected
more from the time management aspect but that was incredibly easy. Only buy it if it's on sale ~ it's not worth it otherwise.

I would compare the style of gameplay to Papers Please, which is way more challenging and the storyline more complex. The
replay value for Papers Please is also higher by far.. Great Game! Love the physics and graphics are amazing!

I would suggest for the shop to show what parts are already on your machine maybe highlighted?. Also the ability to change your
name aswell.

Overall awsome experience that will delight your sences and leave you wanting more!. This is an original, clever, witty game. The
main characters are lovable, especialy when you are reminded how young and naive they are. Every girl has her own personality
and thus you have a variety of approaches for each situation - even if that means that one of your girls way of solving the problem
is hiding in the school bathroom for the next hour to smoke a cigarette.
The game is a delightful tale of growing up, claiming one's place in society all the while trying to shine light into the corrupt and
hypocritical lives of a small town in the 1960s.. Seeing as the game just came out it has relatively few reviews, but it is oh-so-
deserving of more thumbs up.

I just started playing this and tried the daily mountain, it was quite easy to learn but so hard to master.

You can easily play alone and randomly generate mountains to climb, all very unique and fun.

You can apply modifiers like moon-gravity, burning hands and such.

But the real fun of this game surely comes from local coop though, which I did not get the chance to try yet.

Upon seeing the game today I immediatly bought it because of it's potential. Endless amounts of generated maps that all feel unique
and friends to be a spiteful douchefrog to? YES PLEASE!

I played 14 Minutes so far and i'm already convinced that this game is going to gain traction within the community. I hope my
friends like it as much as I do, because if they do this will surely become our new go-to-couch-game next to speedrunners.. Actually
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not too bad. The graphics aren't that good but I really like the designs used. Its pretty fun to play too, not great mind you but it kills
time and is pretty satisfying. My main problem is that there isn't much to it. I unlocked almost everything within a few minutes and
can't seem to get a high enough score to get the last gun. There are challenge modes but they are really just limitaions put on the
player with a veeeeeery slow time countdown. There may be a strategy to it that I'm not aware of but I'm not that skilled enough to
find it. Even so everything about the game works fine: the animations are solid, the controls feel responsive, and the music is pretty
awesome so give it a try you may love it.. For far too long, we have lacked a video game with the bold decision to focus exclusively
on kittens and fists.

Spartan Fist takes a great deal of time and effort into feeling like your many fists feel as though they have real impact; sound,
camera-shake, particle effects, even time slowing down just a little bit makes each punch feel like an accomplishment. Additionally,
this is a great game if you're a busy person who plays games to relax and destress. The second you start playing, you're in the
action. From what I can see so far, it's the sort of game that you can pick up and play for an hour, or just fifteen minutes before
you get back to work. The game reminded me of Heat Signature in that it respects your time, acknowledging that we're all crazy
busy these days, and sometimes we'll only have a few moments to play, and that's perfectly valid. The randomness of level layouts
keeps things fresh, the different fists keeps fights varied, and again, this is a game that makes a great deal of effort to make
interaction *feel* good.

I was also particularly fond of the art direction and level design. The arenas always give you enough space to move around, as the
audience cheers you on, and the environmental hazards are fun- but more than that, the game feels beautifully made. The colors
are vibrant, the cute aesthetic makes the people-exploding levels of violence hilarious rather than disturbing, and despite only seeing
two levels so far (the open arena and train levels), I've already greatly enjoyed the variation in environments. Everything just... fits
together. The game feels like it earnestly wants you to enjoy its zany world, to feel like the fist-powered superhero that we all aspire
to be.

Finally, it feels like the developer really cared about everyone who might be interested in the game. If you're up for a hyper-violent-
punching-people-so-hard-they-explode sort of fantasy, that's here, but if you particularly fond of blood in your entertainment, you
can replace the little red cubes with rainbows instead. The options menu lets you tweak the violence, FOV, and camera shake to
whatever is right for you, the tutorial tries to let you know everything you need, but doesn't slow you down either- the game sincerely
wants you to have as much fun as possible. It feels earnest in a wonderful way.

It's a good game. I hope the devs are proud of their hard work and effort. It paid off.. This was a suprisingly good game! Story is
interesting and graphics are good, and puzzles are interesting. Theres lots of scenes and all they are very well made. I've got no bad
things to say about this one. Nice casual way to spend some hours. Sometimes there's lots of jumping around, but you've got the
map, use it ;) Strongly recommended!
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